
User Manual Leash Set

General
The purpose of the leash set is to ensure that your dog will not jump out during the ride 
when the front window is open. In case of a heavier dog it can prevent the dog from 
making unexpected moves in the trailer that could cause it to flip over. This manual is a 
guide on how to leash your dog inside a DoggyRide dog bike trailer.

Leash hooks
Depending on the trailer there are two or four leash hooks inside. If there are two inside 
you can add two more. You only need two hooks to leash one dog and four hooks to leash 
two dogs inside the trailer. There are two in the front and two in the rear.

The two hooks of the leash set that are the same connect to two hooks inside the trailer. 
The other hook connects to the collar or the harnass of the dog.

Where to connect
In case you have a small dog you can connect either at the front or the rear trailer hooks 
depends on the type of collar/harnass used or how it is most convenient for the dog. 
When you use the hooks in the rear the dog can easily sit down and peek his/her head 
out of the top window.

When you have a larger dog (heavier than 45 lbs/20 kg) it is recommended using the 
hooks in the front of the trailer and to tighthen the length in such a way it makes it 
impossible to move around. This is important for the stability of the dog bike trailer.

In case two dogs are leashed inside the trailer you can use two hooks on one side (rear 
and front) to leash dogs. That way the two leash sets will not intervene with each other.

We thank you for using our product and enjoy the ride together.
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